HOPE or WISH?

A. **Instructions:** Circle the correct verb in the following sentences.

1. My classmates _____________ our teacher postpones the exam.
   (hope / wish)
2. I _____________ I finish this project on time.
   (hope / wish)
3. Susan _____________ she were rich so she could buy a new car.
   (hopes / wishes)
4. I _____________ I could speak French.
   (hope / wish)
5. Mark _____________ he had remembered her birthday.
   (hopes / wishes)

B. **Instructions:** Circle the correct form of the verb in parentheses.

1. The students wish that the class _____________.
   (is finished / was finished / were finished)
2. She hopes this ____________ the last time it happens.
   (is / was / were)
3. My coworker wishes I ____________ him with the presentation.
   (helped / had helped / would helped)
4. The landlord hopes that they ____________ their rent on time.
   (pay / would pay / were pay)
5. She wishes it ____________ raining soon.
   (stops / will stop / would stop)